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 Introduction  
As the sport world began to open, both here at home, cautious optimism for the 2021-2022 Season was percolating. 
Leading the way was the building on the excitement, after the June Olympic Trials, with the announcement of Kesey 
Wog and Vlastimil Cerny named to the Canadian Olympic Swim Team.  The cheering from Manitoba when Kelsey 
won could be heard all the way to Tokyo!  
Post Olympics, as the season started back up, it was all hands-on deck to in preparation for a season. Unfortunately, 
it would still be one that would be impacted by changes to Public Health Orders.  

 Return to Play-Back to Swimming  
On September 3rd, new health orders came into effect at midnight. The new orders required proof of vaccinations for 
entry into all indoor sport facilities. Youth sport participants (ages 17 and under) were exempt, meaning 
swimmers/coaches who were 17 years and under were not required to provide proof of vaccination to enter pools. 
To reduce congestion at the entrance of the Pan Am, the city had agreed to allow Swim Manitoba registered 17 years 
and under swimmers and coaches to enter via the compound door at the side of the pool. Our coaches/swimmers 18 
and over were required to enter through the main entrance to present ID and their vaccination card. 
The pool in Brandon re-opened January 2022 month and our club in Brandon was back in the water. They have 51 
swimmers registered for the season. 
As the 2021/22 Swim Season progressed with ongoing changes to Public Health Orders, the management, 
collaboration, communications of updated return protocols with stakeholders, including with the City of Winnipeg, 
was required.  Thank you to Janet McMahon, Sport Manitoba’s President & CEO, who worked extensively to keep our 
concerns in front of Public Health and to help us return safely. 
Registration Trends  
It was encouraging to see our registrations back up to pre-COVID numbers. Of note, our younger competitive age 
group categories are below 2019. However, our pre-competitive registrations are well above 2019. We believe this is 
an indication that many families were unsure whether competitions would be possible, and what form they will take. 
Pre-competitive fees are lower and allow participants to train but not compete. They can convert to competition any 
time during the year. Registration trends in Manitoba’s Clubs were relatively consistent with other provinces. A special 
thank you to Karen who manages the registration program and fields a multitude of questions, along with spending 
many hours trouble shooting for the clubs. 
Competition  
Return To Competition 2021-22:  The Summer Funfest Swim meet held on August 28 was a success. Thanks to the 
hard work and support of our co-meet managers, Chris Torrance and Janene Cheung, and Peter Garagan our MSOA 
Chairperson, the event provided some fun racing opportunities for our swimmers in a COVID safe format. Seven 
teams totaling 114 swimmers participated in two sessions. The meet gave us a chance to work through changes to 
meet procedures including masking, social distancing, and reducing the number of people in and around the pool. It 
was also our first opportunity to use the new video board during a meet. The board worked well. It enhanced the 
meet experience with colourful graphics and swimmer/heat information in real-time. We are looking forward to 
using more of the video board’s features and functionality, as we gain experience with it at future meets. 
 
Junior Provincials were held February 25-27. Provincial health restrictions relating to the Omicron variant prohibited 
competitions from mid December to the beginning of February. Just under 200 swimmers competed in the meet. 
After receiving approval from the City of Winnipeg to livestream the meet, we engaged Amateur Sports TV (ASTV) 
to provide the service. The livestreaming was well received by our swimming community, and the number of 
viewers was encouraging, as follows: 

Friday – 2200 viewers 
Saturday – just over 7000 viewers 

Sunday – 2900 viewers 
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ManSask Provincial Championships were held March 17-20. Just over 300 swimmers from Manitoba, Saskatchewan, 
Ontario, and Quebec competed in the meet. This was the first ManSask Championship since the COVID shut down 
in March of 2020. The meet was a Para classification event, with testing completed earlier in the week by Swimming 
Canada staff, followed by the para heats during the meet. Public health orders allowed for spectators and full 
capacity at the pool. To provide a safe working environment for the officials and volunteers, we limited deck access 
to coaches and swimmers during their heats only, and masks were mandatory for everyone while on deck. We 
continued to have some challenges with our Quantum and Hy-Tek timing equipment. Pascal spent several hours in 
the days prior to the meet working with Swiss Timing and Hy-Tek to sort through the problems. Some, but not all, 
of the “bugs” were resolved. The new software versions appear to be the cause. The problem is not unique to 
Manitoba’s system. Swimming Canada and other provinces were having similar issues.  
 
We engaged Amateur Sports TV (ASTV) to provide the livestreaming services for prelims and finals. Here are some 
comments and observations from ASTV after the event:  
• “Traffic on social media wasn’t what I thought it would be. But that may have had to do with us promoting our 
Amazon Fire, Apple TV and Roku channels and those numbers don’t measure in, and the fact that fans were allowed 
(to attend)” 
 • “Average – just over 2400 (viewers) per broadcast” 
• “Sask made a few sample clips and shared all over Instagram. Love them”  
• “With less restrictions we thought of some great features to add including an interview section across the pool 
from us”  
• “Have some athletes lined up for interviews on our TV shows coming up in the next few weeks”. 
 
 As we gain more experience with livestreaming, we will find several ways to enhance the programing to increase 
the profile of our sport and develop new revenue streams. A special thank you to our meet management team of 
John Witwicki, Corrie Clearwater, Kim Hodges, and Peter Garagan. Their hard work ensured ManSask was a success. 
The Manitoba Marlins hosted their Sprint Distance Invitational on April 9. 338 swimmers entered the meet. Masters 
heats were also offered for each stroke including the 800 free. The meet truly included all age groups! 
 
Western Canadian Championships Hosting Bid  
We received confirmation this season that Manitoba was chosen to host the 2024 Swimming Canada Western 
Swimming Championships. The meet will be in March 2024, with an expected attendance of 400-500 swimmers 
from across the four western provinces. 
Thank you to Tourism Winnipeg for all the assistance in the bid development!  

 
 Swimming Canada  
We continued to work closely with Swimming Canada during the pandemic shutdown. All the provinces faced 
similar, and different challenges, depending on each province’s health authority approach to restrictions. Swimming 
Canada provided outstanding support and guidance, along with facilitating the exchange of information between 
the provinces through frequent Executive Director Council meetings, Technical Lead meetings and external 
communications. Selecting a team for the Tokyo Olympics was very challenging for Swimming Canada. Hosting trials 
during the pandemic proved difficult. They had a solid plan in place to run a safe trials, scheduled for June 19-23.  
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Sport Manitoba  
Sport Manitoba has been extremely helpful, and a strong advocate for our sport with various levels of government 
over this past year. Janet McMahon, President and CEO, has been personally involved in advocating for exemptions 
for our Olympic Trials athletes, along with addressing our numerous questions relating to health orders and facility 
access. We are incredibly grateful for the financial support our clubs received from the Federal Sport Emergency 
Fund. Sport Manitoba managed the grant program to ensure the money was directed to where it was needed most. 
Government support programs, and the Federal Sport Emergency Fund grants have helped our clubs avoid financial 
losses during the pandemic shutdowns. 

Pan Am Pool  
 

We have been had regular and consistent communication with the City of Winnipeg and Pan Am pool staff during 
this past year. The facilities management and staff have been very helpful and supportive. They have done 
everything they can to accommodate our requests and provide access to the facility when it was possible. The city 
of Winnipeg and other municipalities faced real challenges retaining staff and keeping enough certified guards on 
staff when pools could open.  
The aquatic sports group (swimming, diving, water polo, artistic) met with Pan Am pool facilities management on 
October 14. Key issues discussed:  
• Use of the blue mat area- there will continue to be no access to the blue mat area for dryland/activation. We 
should not expect this to change until health orders are eased and social distancing is less of a concern  
• No spectators at meets in the training tank- as noted above, we should not expect this to change until social 
distancing becomes less of a concern.  
• Live Streaming meets- all the aquatic sports requested the ability to live stream their events. 

Summer Swim Program  
Kendall Reimer joined the SNM as Summer Swim Coordinator in May. She brings a lot of enthusiasm and swim coach 
experience to the role! Some of her first tasks included re-engagement with Summer Clubs, develop club and 
participant registration packages, social media awareness campaign, and sponsorships.  A meeting between 
Summer Clubs and Kendal had taken place in late May.  An event schedule will be finalized shortly. The re-
engagement of Summer Swim is a huge benefit to the communities it serves, the families of the swimmers, and the 
swimmers themselves! We are excited to have Swimming Matters to support this program as a sponsor!  

 

The 19th April, 2022 was Brian Leier’s last board meeting as Executive Director. On his behalf, I would like to extend 
a huge thank you to SNM’s board of directors, coaches, officials, and all our club volunteer leadership who provided 
support and guidance during a second very challenging year. Additionally, gratitude to SNM Professional Staff Karen 
Williams and Pascal St-Pierre, for their hard work and commitment to the success of our swimmers, volunteers, 
organizers, and coaches, from the Manitoba swimming community. 
A HUGE “Thank You!’ to Brian Leier for his generosity of time, knowledge, and support through the brief transition!  
 
Respectfully submitted,  
Lainie A. Wintrup MSc, CHpC. 
Executive Director 
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